








































































The cover for Prometheus: The Silent Storm was original ly going to be by Larry Nibert, a

terrific artist and small press legend. Unfortunately, he wasn't able to finish the cover at the

time and I real ly needed to publish the book. He did send the art on later and it appeared in

Amoeba Adventures #1 2. Sadly, Larry Nibert passed away in 201 2. I t's a gorgeous cover and

I 'm sad it didn't make it on the final book instead of my scribbles.

SPECIAL 2020 BONUS SECTION



Advertisement for Silent Storm that appeared in Comics Buyer's Guide, among

other places.



I decided to do Silent Storm as a "jam comic," with half a dozen or so other artists

helping out. I had a nice mix of "professional" small pressers and complete amateurs

who ended up being involved, and while l ike any jam comic it was a mix of styles, it

turned into a pretty cohesive whole. I 've lost track of some of these folks over the years,

but they all did a great job. I think Quinton Hoover's highly polished style was my

favourite, and it actual ly inspired me to change my own art style to be a bit bolder

starting with #9 of Amoeba Adventures.



Silent Storm, and the environmental ly themed anthology Prometheus Saves The Earth?

from 1 991 , were definitely the product of a very idealistic 20-year-old's mind. I do look

back and cringe a fair bit at the lack of subtlety and overuse of sentiment in both books,

but I do l ike the heart. I don't think I did the best job of using Rambunny's magical "curse"

as the action/moral of this story, real ly, but hey, I gave it a shot.

Below is the first page of the script sent out to the artists.



I actual ly did a LOT of research on AIDS and

HIV while writing the script, though. Some of my

notes are included here and on the next page

along with various sketches and scribbles.





To insure a cohesive "look" to the art I sent out a few guides to the artists for both the

regular characters and the guest cast.

In retrospect, the "slant eyes" look a teenage me gave Ninja Ant and Karate Kactus way

back in the day was kind of awful. I t wasn't meant as racist, just as a kind of cartoony

shorthand, but it's not a great look. Seeing how other artists interpreted them in Silent

Storm made me gradually redesign them a bit to look less l ike a Fu Manchu stereotype.



Monte Python (I know, it's a TERRIBLE name) first appeared in my very raw "high

school" comics later reprinted in Prometheus: Only A Man. I needed a character to be

the "face" of AIDS in Silent Storm and with the rather small supporting cast in the first

few issues of Amoeba Adventures he seemed the best choice. While I find a lot of

flaws with the story nearly 30 years on, Monte's character, his optimism and can-do

spirit, is something I quite l ike.

Iqubala later turns up in Amoeba Adventures #1 6, the "dinosaur" issue.



I don't know why, but I always really dug the "al ien horse-man" design for Dr

Mordecai Orson. He would pop up several times in brief cameos later in the

series whenever I needed a doctor.





Silent Storm was the first time that Max Ink and I real ly

worked together. I t was the beginning of a relationship

that would last the rest of the series.





In retrospect, it was really weird that Karate Kactus

had no legs. He wouldn't actual ly have them unti l

Amoeba Adventures #1 5, when Max and I real ised

how much better he looked with them instead of

flopping around like a rag doll .




